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Abstract: Over the past decades, numerical modelling has become a powerful tool for rock mechanics
applications. However, the accurate estimation of rock mass input parameters remains a significant
challenge. Machine learning (ML) tools have recently been integrated to enhance and accelerate
numerical modelling processes. In this paper, we demonstrate the novel use of ML tools for calibrat-
ing a state-of-the-art three-dimensional (3D) finite-element (FE) model of a kinematic structurally
controlled failure event in an open-pit mine. The failure event involves the detachment of a large
wedge, thus allowing for the accurate identification of the geometry of the rock joints. FE models are
automatically generated according to estimated ranges of joint input parameters. Subsequently, ML
tools are used to analyze the synthetic data and calibrate the strength parameters of the rock joints.
Our findings reveal that a relatively small number of models are needed for this purpose, rendering
ML a highly useful tool even for computationally demanding FE models.

Keywords: slope stability; open-pit mine; machine learning; back-analysis; numerical modelling;
kinematic failure

1. Introduction

Over the past decades, numerical modelling has emerged as a powerful tool for
geological engineering researchers and practitioners. Machine learning (ML) tools have
recently been integrated to enhance and accelerate the modelling process. While automated
calibration is not a novel idea, applying these tools in geotechnical back-analysis tasks is
still nascent [1].

Irrespective of the modelling method applied, representative material properties
must be entered for numerical models to produce useful predictions of ground behavior.
Compared to the mechanics of human-made materials, the heterogeneity and complexity
of geological materials translate into low predictive power. Therefore, only a range can be
estimated for material properties [2]. Particularly, it is difficult to assess the shear strength
of discontinuities, or rock joints, as they consist of irregular geometry and are influenced
by several factors. Intact rock properties can be estimated empirically or from physical
and laboratory testing [3]. In contrast, rock joint strength cannot be measured directly.
Intact rock bridges within the rock joints are assumed to have a crucial impact on the
stability of rock slopes but cannot be quantified and analyzed pre-failure [4]. Considering
these difficulties, kinematic failure events are an invaluable source for deepening the
understanding of rock joints as they allow for assessing joint properties via back-analysis.

Accurate slope stability assessment in open-pit mines is paramount for several rea-
sons, including safety, operational considerations, economic efficiency, and environmental
concerns. The rock joints’ geometry and shear strength largely govern the stability of
the slope. Monitoring devices are often employed to detect the onset of slope failure [5].
Following the detachment of a rock wedge, the geometry of the rock joints can be observed
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and identified with greater accuracy. Nevertheless, a rigorous back-analysis study is still
required to ensure that the proper strength properties are obtained. The modelling of wedge
failure requires a 3D model so that the open-pit geometry and intersecting rock joints are
accounted for. These models require a long solving time, rendering the back-analysis tasks
laborious and time-consuming.

ML algorithms can recognize patterns, which are used to make predictions [6]. ML
can be used to develop empirical relationships that can be used to better assess rock
properties [7,8]. It has been demonstrated that ML can also be incorporated into numerical
modelling tasks [9,10]. This can be achieved by generating models and analyzing the
numerical data with ML tools [11]. The coupling of ML with engineering models is
sometimes referred to as surrogate models. An overview of different possible applications
of surrogate models is given by [12]. These applications include rapid prediction, solving
inverse problems, and anomaly detection. Guidelines for ML and data analysis practice
have been given by [13].

This paper presents a case study where ML enhances the back-analysis of a failure
event to refine a range of possible material strengths for the most important features. In
this case, the application of ML, using python functions that interface with the FE models,
eliminates the manual iterations of sensitivity analysis traditionally carried out by the user.
The paper is organized as follows: (1) a review of slope stability analysis methods, (2) the
background information of the case study, (3) the FE model technical details and joint
properties, (4) the application of ML, and (5) back-analysis results.

2. Slope Stability Analysis

Historically, limit equilibrium (LE) methods calculating a factor of safety (FoS) have
been the most common analysis method applied to assess slope stability [3].

Following the advent of numerical codes, Ref. [14] developed the shear strength
reduction (SSR) method, which calculates a strength reduction factor (SRF). The SRF is
the factor to which material strengths applied in the model are reduced to elicit non-
convergence (i.e., failure) in the model, and it is designed to be equivalent to the LE FoS.
Researchers have modified this technique for various scenarios [15,16]. When the failure is
assumed to be kinematic, the SSR option can be applied solely to the rock joints.

Compared to LE methods, FE codes with the SSR feature present significant advantages
for solving slope stability problems. First, no specific failure shape (e.g., circular) has to
be assumed, and complex failure mechanisms can be identified. Second, no a priori
assumptions are needed for the inclination and locations of interslice forces. Third, in LE,
the shear failure is assumed to be fully mobilized along the failure surface at the time of
failure. In contrast, in FE models gradual failure development can be simulated. Finally, in
contrast to LE methods, in FE codes the strains and displacements are computed, and these
can be compared to in situ monitoring results, ultimately allowing for a more accurate
analysis [17].

However, when attempting to back-analyze a failure event with SSR, there are two
apparent drawbacks. Firstly, SSR models are computationally demanding, requiring the
baseline FE model to be solved multiple times until the critical SRF is identified. For large
3D models with anisotropic material behavior, computation can take several days.

Second, the range of potential strength values that could result in an SRF of one
(assumed to represent meta-stable conditions) varies significantly depending on the number
of lithological units in the model and the material model applied. For example, a one
material model applying Mohr–Coulomb material properties requires a combination of
at least different cohesions, friction angles, Young’s modulus, and Poisson’s ratios to be
tested. Typical open-pit mines would have at least five different lithological units, equating
to at least 20 different parameters to be modified within a reasonable range to calculate an
SRF of one.
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Considering these drawbacks, we propose an automated process using ML for calibrat-
ing material strengths. A wedge failure event in an open-pit mine is used to demonstrate
the proposed methodology, as outlined in Section 5.

3. Open-Pit Mine Case Study

The case study applied in this study is sourced from an open-cut coal mine. Due to
confidentiality and non-disclosure agreements, the location of the case study cannot be
disclosed. Non-identifying features of the mine are described below.

The case study bench scale slope angles range between 48 and 65 degrees. The bench
heights range between approximately 12 and 23 m, with an overall slope height of 95
to 105 m of the focus area. The case slope intersects Permian age sedimentary strata of
interbedded siltstones and sandstones. Typical bedding ranges in size from 1 to 5 m. The
upper bench consists of weathered Permian strata conformably overlying fresh Permian
units. The weathered and fresh Permian units have different rock mass properties. However,
the current assessment has grouped them into one rock mass domain, fresh overburden,
which is a typical model assumption applied by the geotechnical engineers at the case study
mine. Figure 1 shows a photo of the case study slope. Small debris curtains, not exceeding
single bench widths, are observed. These are attributed to surficial face weathering over
time. The stability of the case study is driven by the intersection of three sub-vertical faults
and a basal sub-horizontal (H15) shear plane. Figure 2 shows the faults in the FE model as
projected from the site geological model. The orientations of structures are summarized in
Table 1. Figure 3 shows a plan view map of the case study slope.
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Table 1. Summary of major structures intersecting case study slope.

Structure Average Dip (◦) Average Dip
Direction (◦)

Persistence
(m)

Throw
(m)

Bedding
Rotation

Blue_Fault_N_v2 60 122 570 2 No
FR_025_N_v1 81 173 340 1 No
FR_24_U_v1 79 58 Unknown Unknown Unknown
H15 TOC 1 5–15 80–120 H15 roof N/A N/A

1 TOC = top of coal.
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Figure 3. Plan view map of the case study slope showing major fault traces per Figure 2, annotated
in text.

4. Three-Dimensional Finite-Element Model

The case study slope was modelled using 3D FE code, RS3 [18]. While many of the
earlier studies of slope stability problems have been conducted assuming 2D plane-strain
conditions, it has been shown that 3D models provide a more comprehensive represen-
tation of real-world scenarios [3]. Advancements in computing and image processing
allow for creating accurate high-resolution models from ariel imagery and topographi-
cal surveying [19]. This technology was used for building the geometry of the current
FE model.

Three-dimensional models consist of a significantly larger number of elements and
degrees of freedom compared to 2D models, thus requiring a long solving time. The
graphical rendering of 3D models is also computationally demanding, which can negatively
impact the user experience during post-processing. To balance the tradeoff between model
complexity and computational efficiency, two simplifications were applied to the FE models:

1. Rather than modelling the full open-pit mine, only a representative 3D section was
simulated (see Figure 4).
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2. The intact rock materials were modelled as elastic materials to reduce the number of
iterations required for equilibrium convergence.
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These two simplifications are assumed to be acceptable, given that the wedge failure
mechanism is localized within the 3D model boundaries and the slope failure is predomi-
nantly structurally controlled. Nonetheless, even after applying these simplifications, the
model requires several hours of comparably long solving time.

Persistent structures intersecting the case study slope, as shown in Figure 2, were
included in the model as explicit, zero-thickness, joint elements [20]. Material properties ap-
plied to explicit joints are summarized in Table 2, with all joints assigned the same strength.

Table 2. Estimated ranges of joint properties.

Input
Parameter Unit Mean Value Range

Normal stiffness MPa 500 ±50%
Friction angle Degrees 8 ±50%

Cohesion kPa 10 ±50%

The ranges of friction and cohesion are considered to vary by ±50% relative to the
mean values. The shear stiffness of the joints is regularly assumed to be significantly less
than the normal stiffness [21]. To examine the effect of the ratio of shear to normal stiffness,
a ratio of one-tenth is assumed and varied as well by ±20%.

After the baseline FE model was created in RS3, a Python function was written to
duplicate the model files and alter the joint properties according to the estimated ranges in
Table 2. A random generator assigns the joint properties according to a uniform distribution.
Assigning normal distributions to geological material properties is standard practice when
undertaking probabilistic analysis. However, a uniform distribution is more suitable for
the current application, as ML models perform better when trained on evenly distributed
data [22]. Furthermore, a uniform distribution allows equal opportunity for a value to be
selected within the user-defined range.

5. Application of ML for Back-Analysis

Following the generation of modified FE models using Python code, the models were
solved via RS3’s Compute engine.
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The dataset the Python code was applied to is a matrix that consists of input and
output columns. This function retrieves the varied input parameters for each model from
the model files, which sum to a total of eight columns: the joint normal stiffness Kn, the
joint shear stiffness Ks, and the friction angle and cohesion for two joint sets: joint set #1,
which refers to the basal shear, and joint set #2, which refers to the sub-vertical joints. The
output data consist of the results of interest, which can be found in the RS3 Result files.
These results include:

1. The maximum computed displacement.
2. The convergence of the model.

Large displacements and non-convergence both serve as an indicator of failure and
instability. Note that the second result is not a numerical value but a binary classification, i.e.,
1 indicates convergence, and 0 indicates non-convergence. For any ML analysis, selecting
the model that best fits the task at hand is important. The current analysis necessitates a
supervised learning algorithm, i.e., an ML model that correlates the input parameters with
the results. ML models can generally be divided into regression and classification-type
models. The first returns a continuous numerical prediction, and the second predicts
a discrete class number. A regression model is more suitable for correlating with the
displacement results, and a classification model is required for the convergence results.
Another class of ML models is multi-output models, which are capable of simultaneously
training on both regression and classification outcomes.

To select the optimal ML model, it is standard practice to compare the performance of
different models and choose the best model. Several metrics are available for evaluating
model performance, including mean square error and root-mean-square error (RMSE).
For classification-type models, the results can be presented as a confusion matrix. The
confusion matrix is organized so that its rows represent the true classes, and the columns
represent predicted classes. Performance metrics measure the deviation between actual
and expected results. This process is carried out by splitting the data into two sets, one for
training the ML model and the second for testing it. The train–test split is a fundamental
part of ML analysis [23]. For the current work, the datasets for training and testing have
been split to a ratio of 70% and 30%, respectively.

The ML models used for this study are regression, classification, and multi-output
random forest (RF) models. Decision trees are ML models that predict the value of a target
variable by learning simple decision rules inferred from data features. The tree is built by
splitting the data, constituting the tree’s root node, into subsets. This process is repeated
recursively. The number of splits in a decision tree is called the tree depth. RF models
consist of multiple decision trees. RFs outperform decision trees and other ML models,
such as support vector machines and extreme gradient boosting. For this paper, RFs were
chosen because of their robust and interpretable nature and their ability to perform well
with minimal hyperparameter tuning [24]. A maximum tree depth of 60 was chosen for
the RF models, and no hyperparameter tuning was carried out. Hyperparameters are
parameters that control the learning process of ML and are not part of the problem. The
Scikit-Learn library was imported into Python for the execution of the RF models.

A Python function was written so that as RS3 is solving the FE models, the function is
executed to assess the acceptability of the ML model results. This simultaneous evaluation
is beneficial because, in the realm of ML, determining the requisite amount of data for
model calibration a priori remains an unresolved challenge [25]. The real-time assessment
facilitates an adaptive approach, allowing the computational process to be terminated once
the ML model performance is deemed satisfactory. This streamlined process ensures both
accuracy and efficiency.

Due to the significant consideration of computational time in studies like the current
one, cross-validation was used to evaluate the performance of different ML models. Cross-
validation is a robust statistical technique used to assess the generalizability of predictions
made by a model. In this method, the dataset is partitioned into multiple subsets; the
model is trained on some subsets and tested on others, iteratively. This process provides
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a comprehensive assessment of the model’s performance and helps mitigate the risk of
overfitting, especially in the context of limited data. For smaller datasets, the importance of
cross-validation is accentuated. It ensures that every data point is utilized for training and
validation, maximizing the information extracted from the limited data and providing a
more reliable performance estimate [23].

Once the cross-validation results are deemed acceptable, we compute the feature
importance. Feature importance refers to techniques that assign a score to input features
based on their relative impact on results. Feature importance provides valuable insight into
the engineering problem, as the inputs that trigger the failure mechanism can be identified
and quantified. In random forests, the feature importance can be computed based on the
number of times each feature is used to split the data, weighted by the improvement it
brings [24].

According to the methodology undertaken for this study, the model calibration is not
executed directly by the ML analysis, as the SRF is only computed with the SSR option.
Instead, the proposed process allows for narrowing the range of inputs and validating the
back-analysis process by adding additional models with the SSR option. Figure 5 shows a
flowchart that summarizes the back-analysis methodology. As shown in this figure, the
input ranges estimation is used as input for the ML model, and the automated computation
of results is defined as output. Following the learning process, the performance of the
ML model is assessed. If the accuracy results are shown to be satisfactory, the feature
importance is computed, and the input parameters are re-estimated accordingly. Finally,
FE models are computed with the SSR option in order to select the set of parameters that
best match the failure scenario, i.e., SRF = 1. The results and the efficiency of this process
are further discussed in detail in the following section.
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6. Results and Discussion

After completing the solving of 30 files, the RF models were found to yield acceptable
predictions. Figure 6 shows a sample of the actual vs. predicted results of the maximum
displacement for an example of seven models. The RMSE in the cross-validation scores were
generally low. However, the different scores exhibited a high variance and the RMSE for
displacements ranged from 1.5 to 3 m. This high variance can be understood considering the
displacements of the non-converging FE models. While these large displacements generally
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indicate slope failure, the actual computed displacement in non-converging FE models is
not accurate. Figure 7 shows the confusion matrix for the classification model for 10 models.
This demonstrates that the RF classification model can predict model convergence based
on the joint properties. As discussed in the previous section, the multi-output RF model
was built by correlating joint properties with displacement and convergence results. In
some cases, the combination of several types of output data is found to boost ML model
performance [23]. However, the current ML multi-output model performed less effectively
than the single-output regression and classification models. Nonetheless, all types of RF
models performed similarly.
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In terms of judging ML model performance, it is essential to bear in mind that ML
model metrics can only be understood within the specific context of the problem being
studied [11]. The objective of the ML model in the current study is not to build a surrogate
model that accurately predicts displacements, as these can be regarded as meaningless, as
discussed. Instead, ML is used to accelerate and enhance the back-analysis process, which
in the current problem means finding the combination of joint parameters that yield an
SRF = 1. As shown in Figure 5, the ML model is used to compute the feature importance to
gain insight into the effect of the parameters. Given the consistent accuracy across different
models, it can be confidently inferred that the feature importance results are meaningful
and informative.

Figure 8 shows feature importance results. All ML models consistently find that the
sub-vertical joints’ friction angle is the single impactful parameter, while other parameters
have a negligible contribution to slope failure. This finding is indeed specific to the current
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case study, considering its unique geometry, engineering assumptions, and ranges of input
parameters defined for the FE models. This result greatly simplifies the remainder of the
back-analysis process as it indicates that efforts can be focused solely on the calibration of
the sub-vertical joints’ friction angle, while other parameters can be ignored.
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respectively.

Figure 9 shows a plot of the model displacements and convergence results versus the
friction angle of the sub-vertical joints. A polynomial fit to these data points is added to
the plot. It can be observed that the smaller the friction angle, the more the maximum
displacement results diverge. An exception to the trend is apparent in one model that
stops converging under a friction angle of seven. This result is possible in FE models, as
randomness and inaccuracies are part of the iterative solving process. The apparent reason
for this is that displacement results become less accurate as the instability effect increases.
For SSR analysis, it is regularly assumed that the transition point to a non-linear increase in
the maximum displacement indicates the onset of failure.
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Based on the feature importance results and the plot shown in Figure 9, a few addi-
tional FE models were generated, this time with the SSR option enabled. These models
consist of varying friction angles for the subvertical joints in the range of 7 to 10 degrees.
The other previously varied parameters are made constant and equal to the mean values in
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Table 2. Figure 10 shows the SRF results for these models. Figure 11 shows the displacement
contours for the FE model with a friction angle equal to 10. The resultant SRF for this model
is 1.02. This indicates that according to the assumptions made for the current analysis, a
representative friction angle for the sub-vertical joints is between 9 and 10 degrees.
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Figure 11. Three-dimensional FE results showing relative displacement contours applying a joint
friction angle of 10 degrees; critical SRF = 1.02. Contour legend: red (warmer) colors repre-
sent regions of higher calculated displacement, blue (cooler) colors represent regions of lower
calculated displacement.

It is emphasized that the proposed methodology could be made more efficient in terms
of both computational demand and user intervention. Codes can be created where the
back-analysis process is further optimized and/or automated. For example, optimization
algorithms can be used to dynamically update input parameters of the FE models concur-
rent to the solving process. This could reduce solving time and allow for a fully automated
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back-analysis process. At the current state, implementing this approach would require
developments within the RS3 program to allow it to interface with external programs.
However, beyond the technical limitations, it is argued that fully automated methodolo-
gies should be cautiously treated. Over-reliance on automation might diminish human
supervision to a point where the user-engineer does not detect erroneous FE and ML
analyses results.

7. Summary and Conclusions

A kinematic (structurally controlled) failure case study in a large open-pit was back-
analyzed using a state-of-the-art 3D FE model. The application of ML tools for the en-
hancement and acceleration of the back-analysis tasks was demonstrated. It was found
that a relatively small number of 30 models achieved a reasonable performance of RF
models. This finding indicates that ML tools can be useful and within feasibility even for
computationally demanding FE models.

According to the proposed methodology, slope models are computed at the first
stage without the SSR option to reduce FE model solving time. In the second stage, fewer
additional FE models with SSR are generated based on the results of feature importance
studies. Calibration was achieved within a reasonable time frame, with minimal user
manual intervention.

It is important to note the limitations of the current work. Every engineering problem
requires its unique set of assumptions and simplifications. For example, if the failure is
assumed to be a mechanism involving the shearing of rock bridges, the simplification
adopted here of treating the intact rock as elastic would not be valid. In contrast, for
other slope failures, it is possible that 2D models would be adequate for capturing the
failure mechanism. This paper focuses on the application of ML for the back-analysis
of structurally controlled slope failure. The results demonstrate the potential of ML for
enhancing numerical analysis, even for complex and computationally demanding models.
Ultimately, it is imperative to recognize that the choice of the numerical modelling approach
dramatically impacts the manner in which ML could best be implemented to enhance
human learning.
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